A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
which had normally been diminishing somewhat under alien
government, was given what might have been its death-blow
and what at any rate confined it as a matter of daily use to a
very small fraction of the people.   We are to-day the witness
of an experiment to revive it on the result of which it is too
early to attempt any conclusion.   Equally important with, or
perhaps more important than, this form of loss in national power
was the new proportion of native to alien in religion and in the
culture that springs from religion.    Seven-eighths of those in
Ireland were of the Catholic culture in religion before the
Famine;   the proportion to-day is more like two-thirds.  So
striking has been this reduction of the vital factors making for
Irish survival in Ireland that the English mind, naturally con-
centrated upon the neighbouring country and less concerned
with remote effects beyond the ocean, was persuaded that the
Irish effort at survival, so long and with such difficulty main-
tained, had broken down with the latter part of the nineteenth
century, and would never be revived.   It was a grievous error.
(3) The Political Effect upon England's Status Abroad.  The
effect of the Famine and its consequences upon the moral status
of England abroad and upon the relations of England with
foreign countries has two aspects, one making for the advantage
of this country and one against it.
What made against England in this respect was the shock
civilization as a whole received upon hearing that a whole
province of Christendom had been, as it were, exterminated,
That such a thing as the Irish Famine could take place at all
under modern conditions and under the government of a highly
advanced European nation produced an enduring effect. But
as against this the increasing power and prosperity of England
for die whole long lifetime after the Famine has gone very far
to counteract this impression. In the colonies, but far more in
the United States, the large Irish body has, of course, acted as
an anti-English influence.
In the colonies of England's second Empire, that which was
developed during the later nineteenth century, the Irish anta-
gonism to England has been of less serious effect; it has helped
to increase by reaction the feeling of attachment to the Mother
Country which is strong in the other English-speaking elements
of those territories. But in the United States, where there was
already a strong tradition of hostility to England in the mass of
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